
Full Itinerary & Trip Details

Daily Safari Marmaris

With our off- road you can go travel through the wonderful landscape of the Marmaris mountains far away of
the main streets and city life of Marmaris, through narrow and dusty valleys, rivers and mountain ranges.
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : DAILY SAFARI MARMARIS

Lunch Included

Who could pass up an unforgettable adventure and the possibility to see another side of Turkey. Not only can
you be apart of this great adventure but you also have the ability to participate behind the wheel of our 4x4's.
With our cars you can go travel through the wonderful landscape of the Marmaris mountains far away of the
main streets and city life of Marmaris, through narrow and dusty valleys, rivers and mountain ranges. You
will also visit a small Turkish village, swim in the mountain rivers, and have lunch a small native restaurant.
This trip a little bit clumsy sometimes along romantic ravines and fertile fields leads us through the high
Marmaris mountain range into the pine forrests and remote parts of the region. In the late after noon when
everybody is warn out from the exiting day driving the mountains and valleys of Marmaris we will return
you back toyour hotel to refresh.

Includes

Professional English - speaking tour guides
All entrance fees mentioned in the itinerary
Transportation in a fully air - conditioned, non - smoking coach
1 lunch
Guided SUV Safari Tour

Excludes

International flights
Insurance: All types
Turkey entry visa
Items of a personal nature such as alcoholic drinks, cold drinks, laundry
Any others expenses which are not mentioned at the included section

Routes

PRICE STARTING FROM

€ 0 € 0

DURATION

1 days

TOUR ID

1247



Conditions

Tour prices other than Euro can vary daily due to currency fluctuations.

Available On Dates

5 November, 2019 - 15 October, 2021 Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday


